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Galvanising of Zinc (By Electrical Process)

Capacity:

0

Plant and machinery cost:

0.00 Lakh

Working Capital:

0.00 Lakh

Rate of return(ROR):

0.00 %

Break Even Point (BEP):

0.00 %

TCI:

0.00 Lakh

Cost of Project:

0.00 Lakh

The Zinc Galvanizing process starts by carefully cleaning the surface of the steel by hoisting it from the
Black area by a 2MT EOT crane and immersing it in a degreasing tank filled with an acid based degreaser
after which it is cleansed twice in pickling tanks filled with 15% con.
Zinc Galvanizing plants demand for lot of participation by the promoters as it has to stabilize the plant
processes and parameters and involve the plant management to achieve the targets aimed.
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